**Introduction**

“New Arrivals on Display” is one of the Edu-Doc services provided by LDD. This aims to create the awareness about the latest publications released by the Library.

“New Arrivals on Display” covers the subjects such as Psychology; Sociology; Science & Technology; Mathematics; Political Science; Education; Teaching; Teacher Education; Population Education; Special Education; Language & Literature books in English & Hindi. It also covers any other newly emerging subject interdisciplinary in nature, if any.

Newly arrived books are arranged under broad subject headings. Each entry provide the details like Name of the Author, Title, Name of Publisher, Place of Publication, Year of Publication, No of Pages, ISBN, Accession No, Call No & Key-words etc. to retrieve the books easily.

The “New Arrivals on Display” is prepared every month and the enlisted books are displayed for one month. This helps the reader to keep them abreast of latest books available in the library during one month.

We eagerly await to receive your views & comments.

(Prof. Saroj Yadav)
Chairperson, LDD
NCERT, New Delhi
DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

1 National Council of Educational Research and Training
001.6 NAT(N-R) F31376

** Multimedia; Multimedia - Chemistry - Higher Education; Report

2 National Council of Educational Research and Training
001.6 NAT(N-R) F31406

** Multimedia; Multimedia - Physics - Higher Education; Report

3 Stefanov, Stoyan
005.1 STE 131687

** Computer programming; Web applications

4 MacDonald, Matthew
Includes appendix and index.
005.13 MAC 131679

** Data processing and computer program; Programming (Electronic computer); Hyper Text Markup Language

(Covers MongoDB version 3.9).
Includes index.
005.7565 MON 131683

** Database management systems; Database management - Software

6 Kasparrov, Garry
Includes index.
006.3 KAS 131678

** Computer Programming; Artificial Intelligent; Robotics
LIBRARY SCIENCE

7 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Role of School libraries in quality education: a selective reading / NCERT.--
Includes bibliographical references.
027.8 NAT F31820-F31821

** Library Science; School libraries; School libraries - Quality education

RELIGION

8 Bhandri, Gulab Kunwar
Rajasthan Sahitya mai Rambhakti Kaviye(HIN) / Gulab Kunwar Bhandari.--
294.509544 BHA F31806

** Religion; Religion - Hinduism; Religion - Hinduism - Rajasthan

SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

9 Chaudhuri, Maitrayee
Refashioning India: gender, media and a transformed public discourse / Maitrayee Chaudhary.--
Includes bibliographical references and index.
301.0954 CHA 131689

** Sociology - India; Public discourse; Feminism

POLITICAL SCIENCE

10 Human rights manual for district magistrate / National Human Rights Commission.--
323 HUM F31817

** Human rights; Civil rights - Magistrate

11 Manavadhikar-Nai dishaayein(HIN) / National Human Rights Commission.--
323 MAN F31809

** Human rights; Human rights - India

12 Sinha, Shalini
Rights of home-based workers / Shalini Sinha.--
Includes bibliographical reference.
323 SIN F31815

** Human rights; Human rights - home workers; Civils rights- Domestic labour.
13 Kothari, Miloon
Includes annexure I - V.
323.46 KOT F31813

** Human right; Property rights - India

ECONOMICS

14 Nayak, Nalini
Includes annexure and bibliographical references.
338.3720954 NAY F31814

** Production; Production - Fishing - India

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Includes annexure.
362.1 REC F31810

** Medical Science; Health care; Human rights.

Includes bibliographical references.
363.20954 MAN F31818

** Human rights; Human rights - India

EDUCATION

17 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Need assessment for promoting a culture of educational research through interaction with State and District level bodies / NCERT and DER: NCERT: DER., 2016. 77p.
370.7 NAT(N-R) F31819

** Education; Educational research; Report

18 National Council of Educational Research and Training
370.95406 NAT(N-R) F31822


19 National Council of Educational Research and Training
370.95406 NAT(N-R) F31823

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS

20 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Effect of schooling process on learning outcome / NCERT.-
371.26 NAT(N-R) F22062

** Education; Education - Learning outcome; Schooling

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

21 Ranganathan, Namita
Guidance and counselling for children and adolescents in schools / Namita Ranganathan and
Includes bibliographical references and index.
371.4 RAN 131700

** School Education; Guidance & Counselling; Adolescents Education - Guidance &
Counselling

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

22 Lessons to learn: emerging common principles for promoting girls' education in South Asia /
371.822054 LES F30349

** Girl's education - South Asia; Education to children; Report

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

23 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Learning outcomes at the elementary stage / NCERT.--
372 NAT F31758

** Education; Elementary education

24 Schools total health program: health, lifeskills and social development education / Health
Education & Promotion International: Health Education & Promotion International
(Standard 7; Teachers' manual).
372.237 SCH F30366

** Education; School Education - health & hygienic
25 Caldwell, Helen
Includes bibliographical references and index.
372.35 CAL  131699

** Elementary Education; Elementary Education – Computer Teaching

26 Shimray, Chong
Includes bibliographical references and index.
372.357 SHI  F31805

** Education; Environmental education - India

27 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Workshop on theatre, music and dance for prospective teachers to strengthen comprehensive education / NCERT. -- Ajmer: RIE, NCERT, 2016. 78p.
372.5 NAT(N-R)  F31392

** Education; Arts Education; Report

SCIENCE

28 National Council of Educational Research and Training
Activity based learning of Science at secondary level for teacher educators/KRPs belonging to ST dominated areas for accelerating learning outcomes of the students for states of Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir / NCERT. -- Ajmer: RIE, NCERT, 2016. iii, 169p.
500.7 NAT(N-R)  F31418

** Science Education; Secondary Education – Learning outcome - India; Report

MATHEMATICS

29 National Council of Educational Research and Training
510 NAT(N-R)  F31409

** Mathematics; Learning outcomes - Open Educational Resources (OER); Report

30 Trott, Michael
Includes bibliographical references and index (with CD).
510 TRO  131680

** Mathematics; Mathematics - Guidebook
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Author</th>
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</table>

**LIFE SCIENCES**


**Mathematics; Mathematics - Guidebook**

**Mathematics; Mathematics - Guidebook**

**Mathematics; Mathematics - Study & Teaching**

**Life Science; Biology; Biochemistry - Principles**

**Life Science; Biochemistry**

**Biology; Life Science; Organic evolution**
37 Futuyma, Douglas J.
Evolution / Douglas Futuyma and Mark Kirkpatrick.--
Includes bibliographical references and index.
575 FUT  131693

** Biology; Biology - Evolution; Life Science

38 Hall, Brain K.
Strickberger's evolution / Brain K. Hall and Benedikt Hallgrimsson.--
Includes glossary and index.
575 HAL  131698

** Biology; Biology - Evolution; Life Science

ZOOLOGY

39 Mayr, Ennst
Principles of systematic zoology / Ennst Mayr and Peterr D. Ashlock.--
Includes glossary, bibliographical references and index.
591 MAY  131686

** Zoology; Systematic Zoology

40 Miller, Stephen A.
Zoology / Stephen A. Miller and John P. Harley.--
Includes index.
591 MIL  131688

** Zoology

41 Rastogi, Veer Bala
Organic evolution(Evolutionary Biology) / Veer Bala Rastogi.--
Includes glossary and index.
591.38 RAS  131685

** Zoology; Evolution - animals

42 Kotpal, R. L.
Modern textbook of zoology, vertebrates: animal diversity - II / R. L. Kotpal.--
Includes glossary.
592 KOT  131681

** Zoology; Vertebrates
43 Kotpal, R.L.
Modern textbook of Zoology invertebrates / R.L. Kotpal.--  
Includes glossary and bibliographical references.  
592 KOT 131682  
** Zoology; Invertebrates

44 Ruppert, Edward E.
Invertebrate Zoology: a functional evolutionary approach / Edward E. Ruppert,  
Richard S. Fox and Robert D. Barnes.--7th ed.-- Delhi:  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
592 RUP 131694  
** Zoology; Invertebrates

45 Biology of animal / Banku Behari Ganguli ... [et al].--  
596 BIO 131696  
** Zoology; Life Science - Vertebrates

46 Biology of animal / Banku Behari Ganguli ... [et al].--  
vol.1  
596 BIO 131695  
** Biology; Life Science - Vertebrates

47 Colbert, Edwin H.
Colbert's evolution of the vertebrates: a history of the backbones animals through time / Edwin  
Includes index.  
596 COL 131692  
** Zoology; Vertebrates

48 Dhami, P.S.
Chordate Zoology / P.S. Dhami and J.K. Dhami.--  
Includes index.  
596 DHA 131697  
** Zoology; Zoology - Chordate
BIOGRAPHY

921.0954 EMI 131677

** Biography; Biography - Psychologist - India; Psychologist - India

922 NAT(N-R) F31358

** Great leaders - India; Education; Report